WEE Learn
Curriculum Guide for Two-Year-Olds

Ordering Information
To order, call 1 (800) 458-2772 or order online at www.lifeway.com/Product-Family/WEE-Learn

Resources for Teaching 2s


WEE Learn: Curriculum Guide for Two-Year Olds is a comprehensive, 564 page curriculum plan that contains ample teaching suggestions for using books, music, nature, and toys to illustrate Christian fundamentals. Age-appropriate learning activities are designed to lay a foundation for understanding God, Jesus, Bible, church, self, family, others, and the natural world. This guide includes learning centers, group activities and parent letters as well as suggestions for home activities for effective communication with parents. Appendix is chocked-full of practical helps. This revised edition comes in a full-color binder and full-color tab pages that overview the contents for each unit.

WEE Learn: Teaching Pictures - 2 Year Olds (2010) Item 005311737 UPC 634337162409

Enhance your preschoolers' learning experiences with these pictures, which accompany the WEE Learn: 2 Year Olds Curriculum Guide. Provides 48 pictures on CD-ROM, two Bible story pictures for each of the 24 units.


Whether you're overseeing the day-to-day operations of an existing Christian childcare program, planning an expansion, or starting one for the first time — WEE (Weekday Early Education)- Administrative Guide is a comprehensive resource that provides the insights and tools you need to ensure success. With an emphasis on understanding the biblical foundation for early education, it offers proven ideas for planning and providing quality education experiences. Topics address key policy and personnel issues from "Facilities, Space and Equipment" to "Safety, Security, Health and Hygiene." Three-ring binder also includes reproducible forms to help make your job easier. An essential reference for both Parents' Day Out and Full-Day programs.


Teaching In Christian Weekday Early Education is designed especially for those who work in the weekday early education program, this training guide helps teachers understand the preschooler, how he learns, and the skills needed to provide positive learning environments and experiences. This basic concept book is foundational material for training leaders. Its purpose is to help teachers in a weekday program become the best teachers they can be. Through it, teachers can gain new understanding when it comes to preparing the learning environment for preschoolers. It is sure to renew a teacher's commitment to teaching and enable her/him to do a better job.
This book is designed to help preschool teachers understand how preschoolers learn and what teaching methods are best. It also helps teachers understand the importance of laying strong spiritual foundations in the lives of preschoolers and helping them take their first steps toward faith.

Training Resources

WEE Learn Training Outline (26 hours) — Child Development Education Alliance (CDEA)
cdealliance.org

We partner with the CDEA as our designated trainers in Florida. The 26 hours of training are divided among three separate courses: beginning, intermediate, and advanced.